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The derivation and validation of a broadband combustion noise model is presented. The random particle-mesh
approach for combustion noise is a hybrid computational ﬂuid dynamics/computational aeroacoustics method and
relies on the stochastic reconstruction of combustion noise sources in the time domain. The stochastic reconstruction
of unsteady sound sources based on statistical turbulence quantities from a reacting Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes simulation is realized with the random particle-mesh method. In the present paper, the modeled combustion
noise sources are derived for the use in conjunction with the linearized Euler equations for the computation of the
acoustic propagation. Two open, nonpremixed, turbulent jet ﬂames (DLR-A and DLR-B), which differ in their fuel
outlet velocity and their respective Reynolds number, are used for the validation of the particle-mesh for combustion
noise approach. Results of the reacting ﬂow computations and the subsequent acoustic simulations are compared
with measurements. Excellent agreement is found between the computed narrow band sound spectra and the
experimental data.
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speciﬁc heat capacity at constant pressure
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source term
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I. Introduction

C

OMBUSTION chambers in modern aeroengines are operated
under lean premixed conditions and chemical reactions occur in
highly turbulent recirculation ﬂows. Because of the unsteadiness of
turbulent combustion, broadband combustion noise is generated.
The numerical simulation of broadband combustion noise is a
complex task because turbulence, chemical reactions, and acoustics
have to be resolved simultaneously. The vastly different scales
of the dynamics of turbulence, chemical reactions, and acoustics as
well as the need for low-dissipation and low-dispersion high-order
discretization schemes triggered the development of hybrid computational ﬂuid dynamics/computational aeroacoustics (CFD/CAA)
approaches in previous investigations, where the combustion noise
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problem was split into a turbulent reacting ﬂow part to be treated with
CFD and a subsequent aeroacoustic simulation by means of CAA
methods.
Currently, hybrid approaches for the numerical simulation of
combustion noise are applied primarily based on acoustic sources
computed by large eddy simulation (LES). Subsequently, the
acoustic propagation is predicted by solving the acoustic
perturbation equations for reacting ﬂows (APE-RF) [1] or wave
equations [2,3]. For sound propagation over larger distances,
however, CAA methods based on a discretization of the simulation
domain with spatial meshes become increasingly expensive. In case
of larger propagation distances it is necessary to sample the unsteady
acoustic data on a surface that surrounds the ﬂame and extrapolate it
with, e.g., analytical methods such as Kirchhoff’s surface integral [4]
or a porous Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings methods into the far
ﬁeld [5]. Computationally more efﬁcient methods of predicting
combustion noise spectra arise from statistical noise theory [6].
These methods are based on a modeled source term to represent the
ﬂuctuating heat release [7,8]. Until now, however, stochastically
reconstructed noise sources for broadband aeroacoustic predictions
were restricted to nonreacting ﬂow problems. In particular airframe
noise and jet noise problems were studied with hybrid Reynoldsaveraged Navier–Stokes (RANS)/CAA methods based on stochastic
source reconstruction [6,9–12].
In the current investigation, the hybrid random particle-mesh
approach for combustion noise (RPM-CN), relying on the stochastic
reconstruction of combustion noise sources in the time domain, is
derived and compared against experimental data. In contrast to LES/
CAA approaches, the reacting ﬂow simulation is based on a RANS
simulation of the combustion problem, which lacks a time accurate
resolution of turbulence but rather provides statistical information
on the time-averaged ﬂow. From the standard two-equation RANS
models only a local turbulent time and length scale can be inferred,
i.e., only an integrated measure of the generally anisotropic twopoint correlations is provided. Hence, spatiotemporal correlations
and thus the shape of turbulence spectra, which are implicitly related
to these, have to be appropriately modeled for a further use of the
RANS-based turbulence statistics in the ﬁnal acoustic simulation.
A ﬁrst stochastic method to generate spectra and correlation
functions of turbulence, which is based on random Fourier modes,
was introduced by Kraichnan in the early 1970s [9]. A modiﬁed
version of this approach was applied by Béchara et al. [6] to model
noise sources of free turbulent ﬂows. Further improvements of the
stochastic noise generation and radiation (SNGR) method were
introduced by Bailly et al. [10], Bailly and Juve [11], and Billson
et al. [12]. Kalitzin et al. [13] applied the SNGR approach in a ﬁrst
attempt to predict trailing edge noise. In this paper the random
particle-mesh (RPM) method, introduced by Ewert and Edmunds
[14] and Ewert [15–17] to model vortex sound sources for airframe
and jet-noise, is adapted to reconstruct stochastic ﬂuctuating
combustion noise sources in the time domain. The main difference
between RPM and the random Fourier mode techniques is that the
RPM approach focuses on the realization of spatiotemporal correlations, which implicitly specify the related turbulence spectra,
while in the random Fourier mode approach wave-numberfrequency spectra are realized, from which the related correlations
derive. Note that a correlations-based model directly allows the
inclusion of the source convection effect, because Taylor’s
hypothesis is originally formulated as a local relationship between
time and streamwise one-dimensional correlation. On the contrary,
Taylor’s hypothesis only remains unchanged in Fourier space if the
convection velocity is a global property, i.e., constant. Otherwise, the
inclusion of a locally varying convection velocity into the Fourier
space model appears to be technically complex, especially if the
other parameters such as local decorrelation time scales or turbulence
intensities shall remain unaffected.
In a previous investigation [18] acoustic perturbation equations
(APE-4) [19] were used to simulate the sound radiation problem.
In this acoustic approach a right-hand side (RHS) source based on
the heat release rate appears, which was approximated through an
expression involving Reynolds temperature ﬂuctuations. If the

approach is used for statistical noise modeling, some inconsistencies
appear. Because reacting ﬂow RANS simulations provide a Favreaveraged temperature variance, which can differ signiﬁcantly from a
Reynolds-averaged temperature variance, it is necessary to formulate
the combustion noise source in terms of a Favre ﬂuctuating temperature. Furthermore, for a more general applicability to reacting
ﬂow, the effect of nonisomolar combustion also has to be considered
in the source term.
In this investigation the ﬁrst preliminary formulation [18] is
revised. A governing equation for ﬂuctuating pressure is derived,
which includes RHS sources based on Favre ﬂuctuating temperature
and Favre ﬂuctuating mass fractions. Variances of these quantities
are provided by reacting ﬂow RANS simulations, hence the
statistical modeling of the noise sources becomes feasible. As will be
shown for the newly derived sources, in case of isomolar combustion,
the ﬂuctuating temperature term represents the most prominent
contributor to the noise source. The pressure equation is used in
conjunction with the linearized Euler equations (LEE) as acoustic
propagation model. For the derivation of a RPM based combustion
noise model the statistical jet noise model of Tam and Auriault [20]
served as a guiding paradigm. The statistical modeling of the newly
derived source formulation will be discussed in detail.
The results from this numerical approach are validated using
experimental data for the DLR-A and DLR-B ﬂames [21]. The open,
nonpremixed, turbulent jet ﬂames are well suited test cases because
velocity, temperature, species, and acoustic experimental data are
available.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II.A gives a brief
overview about the RPM method and the statistical features
generated by it. In Sec, II.B an acoustic source term based on Favreaveraged temperature ﬂuctuations is derived. It is shown that a source
based on temperature ﬂuctuations comprises the major contribution
to the source of the pressure-density relation. Section III introduces
the DLR-A and DLR-B ﬂame and discusses the CFD and CAA
computations. In Sec. IV the results of the simulations are compared
with experimental data and discussed.

II. Modeling
A.

RPM method

The random particle-mesh (RPM) method was introduced by
Ewert [14–17] as a stochastic method to generate unsteady turbulent
ﬁelds with locally prescribed one- and two-point statistics. The
RPM method is an Eulerian-Lagrangian stochastic method, which
generates a statistically stationary ﬂuctuating sound source Qx; t in
the Eulerian frame used in CAA methods. The cross-covariance R
generated by the method as applied in this work is Gaussian in space
and exponential in time, i.e.
Rx; r;   hQx; tQx  r; t  i


j j
r  uc 2
 R^ exp  
2
4ls
s

(1)

where h  i denotes the ensemble average. R^ deﬁnes the variance of
the correlated quantity for vanishing separation space r and time .
The parameters ls and s denote integral length- and time scales,
respectively. Taylor’s hypothesis is taken into account by the
^ ls , s , and
convection velocity uc. For inhomogeneous turbulence R,
uc depend on the position x.
The ﬂuctuating quantity Qx; t is obtained by spatially ﬁltering
a spatial white-noise ﬁeld U, which is generated with a speciﬁc
stochastic partial differential equation. The ﬁltering reads
Z
^
(2)
AxGjx
 x0 j; ls xUx0 ; t dn x0
Qx; t 
VSn

In this expression G is a Gaussian spatial ﬁlter kernel deﬁned by


2
(3)
G ; ls   exp  2
2 ls
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which yields a Gaussian spatial correlation of Q, with integral length
scale ls . The dimension of the problem is indicated by n and VSn is
considered to be the source region. The amplitude function A^ realizes
a local target variance of the ﬂuctuating quantity Q; its scaling is
discussed below.
The spatial white noise ﬁeld is generated by a Langevin equation
[22]
s
1
2
D0
U  U 
x; t
(4)
c
Dt
s
0 s
formulated in a Lagrangian frame. Here D0 =Dt  @=@t  uc0  r
denotes a substantial time derivative. The steady velocity ﬁeld uc0 x
determines the ultimately achieved convection velocity uc. For a
constant velocity uc0 the convection velocity becomes uc  uc0 .
However, in general, an arbitrary local convection velocity can be
achieved. The density c0 is deﬁned such that r   c0 uc0   0 is
satisﬁed. The quantity x; t is Gaussian distributed spatiotemporal
white noise, i.e., it satisﬁes
hx; ti  0

(5)

hx; tx  r; t  i   r

(6)

where  denotes the Dirac -function.
Based on the deﬁnition for Q, Eq. (2) its cross-covariance becomes
[23]
Rx; r;   hQx; tQx  r; t  i


^ Ax
^  r
j j
jr  uc0 j2
Ax
n
ls x exp  

c
4l2s x
s
0 x

(9)

In this case rin1 and rin denote the random value of a particle at timelevel n+1 and n, respectively. The quantity sni is a Gaussian deviate
with same variance as ri . This procedure results to an exponential
decay [12]. The constant  follows by discretizing the Langevin
equation, Eq. (4). It is related to the time scale s via
1

B.

RPM-CN approach

The statistical jet noise model of Tam and Auriault [20] was used
as a guiding paradigm for the derivation of a RPM based combustion
noise model. The source term of the Tam and Auriault jet noise model
is based on the substantial time derivative D0 qs =Dt of a quantity qs,
which could be interpreted as the hydrodynamic pressure ﬂuctuations in the jet. The source term is used in conjunction with the
LEEs as a governing equation and appears on the RHS of the
pressure equation. Stochastical jet noise simulations were realized
by modeling the acoustic source term D0 qs =Dt by the RPM method
[17,23,25,26]. Therefore, a pressure equation for reacting ﬂows is
derived with a substantial time derivative on the RHS. This source
term is modeled stochastically using the RPM method and the
acoustic propagation is computed by solving the derived pressure
equation in combination with the continuity and momentum
equation of the original LEE.
Next, a pressure equation for reacting ﬂows with a combustion
noise source term on the RHS is derived. Subsequently, the statistical
source term modeling is described and the system of equations of
the RPM-CN approach is presented. Finally the derived broadband
combustion noise model is discussed.
1.

Pressure Equation

1 Dp D

 
c2 Dt Dt

(7)

To discretize the ﬁltered stochastic partial differential equation, the
convecting white noise ﬁeld is modeled by convecting particles.
Random values are associated to the particles, which are Gaussian
deviates with a variance proportional to the inverse of the particle
density. A bundle of streamlines covers the source domain that has to
be resolved. In this paper, the convection ﬁeld is identiﬁed with the
time-averaged mean-ﬂow u~ from RANS. Random particles are
seeded at a constant clock rate at the foremost upstream position
on each streamline. The particles drift along the streamline until they
are ﬁnally removed downstream. The spatial ﬁltering is applied
sequentially. In the ﬁrst step the random values are ﬁltered along the
streamline. Next, the values are weighted and distributed in direction
normal to the streamline onto the CAA mesh.
To discretize the Langevin equation, Eq. (4) the random values
carried by each particle are not kept constant but rather change over
time according to the discrete equation [24]

t

(11)

s

The pressure-density relation reads

To achieve the appropriate variance Rx; 0; 0  R^ of Eq. (1) the
amplitude A^ must be chosen accordingly
s
c
^
0 xRx
^
Ax

(8)
lns x

rin1  rin  sni



s
2t

(10)

s

where t denotes the time-increment between the levels n  1 and n.
To preserve the variance of ri over time,  must be chosen as

(12)

with the source  and c2  p= . As discussed by Candel et al. [27]
the RHS source becomes
 
D 1
1
Q_

M
r  rT  : ru

Dt M
cp T
cp T


N
X

Yk cpk V D
k  rT

(13)

k1

where Q_ represents the heat release rate per unit volume, , cp , T, M,
, , u, Yk , and V D
k respectively designate the local density, speciﬁc
heat capacity at constant pressure, temperature, molar mass, thermal
conductivity, viscous stress tensor, velocity vector of the mixture and
mass fraction and diffusion velocities of species k. The conservation
equation of energy relates the heat release rate Q_ to temperature T,
pressure p, viscous stresses , and heat diffusion JH , i.e.
cp

DT
Dp
 Q_ 
 : ru  r  JH
Dt
Dt

(14)

In the following, Reynolds decomposition [28] of an arbitrary
quantity    R0 and Favre decomposition [29]  ~  00 are
used, where   T1 T dt and ~  =  . Reynolds averages and
Reynolds ﬂuctuations are denoted by  and 0 , respectively.
Analogously, ~ and 00 deﬁne Favre averages and Favre ﬂuctuations.
The derivation of the pressure equation starts by introducing the
continuity equation into Eq. (12)
Dp
 pr  u  p
Dt

(15)

Applying the Reynolds decomposition and neglecting the nonlinear
terms on the left-hand side (LHS) yields
@p0
  u   pr
  u0
 u  rp0  u0  r p  u  r p   pr
@t
 p0 r  u  p

(16)
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This yields

The time average becomes
  u  p
u  r p   pr

g
g
 00
DT
DT
DT
qp ’   R~
  0 R~
   R00
Dt
Dt
Dt
g
 0
X
Dp
1 DY
 m  T 00
   1
 R
Dt
M Dt
g
X 1 DY 00
X 1 DY

 m 0 T~
 m  T~
 R
 R
M Dt
M Dt

(17)

Subtraction of the time average yields
@p0
  u0  p0 r  u  qp
 u  rp0  u0  r p   pr
@t

(18)

The LHS is the linearized Euler pressure equation. With p=  c2
the RHS source is given by
qp  p0  c2   c2 

(19)

Next, Eq. (14) is used to express the heat release in Eq. (13) as a
function of temperature. Then the complete source  of the pressuredensity relation becomes
 
1 DT
1 Dp
D 1

M
(20)

T Dt
cp T Dt
Dt M
In this formulation all viscous and heat convection terms disappear.
The three terms of Eq. (20) represent a concise formulation of the full
source as given by Eq. (13). This very compact source description
follows also directly by expressing the temperature differential as a
total derivative

 
 
N 
X
@T
@T
@T
dp 
d 
dY (21)
dT 
@p ;Yk
@ p;Yk
@Yk ;p;Ym≠k k
k1

The one-point statistics of all quantities that occur in Eq. (25) can be
provided by reacting RANS simulations. For statistical noise
modeling the two-point cross-correlations of the ﬂuctuating
quantities have to be modeled as well. For that, the approximation
~
~
D=Dt ’ D=Dt
with D=Dt
 @=@t  u~  r is applied. Based on this,
g and DYg
terms like DT=Dt
 =Dt become

N
X
T
T
M
dp  d  T
dY
p
Mk k
k1

(22)

from which Eq. (20) as the RHS of the pressure density relation
Eq. (12) can be derived directly.
The ﬁrst term of Eq. (20) is mainly driven by the substantial time
derivative of temperature, the second by the substantial time
derivative of pressure. The ﬁrst term will mainly be effective for hot
or reacting jets. The second term is similar to the jet noise source
term that is used in the Tam and Auriault model [20]. Therefore, it is
mainly attributed to the sound generated by turbulent velocity
ﬂuctuations in a cold jet. Because for low Mach number combustion
the sound generated by turbulent velocity ﬂuctuations is negligible
compared with temperature effects [30], in this case the ﬁrst term
must be dominant over the second. The third term will come into
picture if signiﬁcant differences exist between the average molecular
weight of reaction products and reactants for reacting ﬂows.
Therefore, in the case of quasi-isomolar reacting ﬂows the ﬁrst term
represents the most signiﬁcant contribution to the noise source
term. That is, the temperature source term is not just one of many
contributors to the heat release term, which in turn is just one of many
contributors to the pressure-density relations source term. Rather the
temperature ﬂuctuations represent for quasi-isomolar combustion
the most prominent contributor out of the three terms that describe
the pressure-density relation source.
Using Eq. (19) with Eq. (20) the source term of the linearized
pressure equation, Eq. (18) becomes




D X Y
Dp 0
T    1
(23)
qp  Rm
Dt
Dt
M
No simpliﬁcations are introduced at this stage, i.e., Eq. (23) is valid
for the general case of nonisomolar combustion. Here
P Rm denotes the
universal gas constant that obeys for ideal gas Rm Y =M  R.
To obtain a formulation of the source term, which can be modeled
statistically, ﬂuctuations in the isentropic exponent are neglected,
 Secondly, only the dominant linear contributions to
i.e.,  ’ .
Eq. (23) are retained. Triple terms expand as
 ab0   a00 b~   a~ b00  0 a~ b~

(24)

g
~ T~
DT
D
’
 u~  r T~
Dt
Dt

(26)

g
~ Y~ 
DY
D
’
 u~  r Y~ 
Dt
Dt

(27)

 00
~ 00
DT
DT
’
Dt
Dt

(28)

and

For a perfect gas, this expression becomes
dT 

(25)



DY
Dt

00
’

~ 00
DY
Dt

(29)

Further on



~ 0
Dp 0 Dp
’
Dt
Dt

(30)

The ﬁnal source term of the derived pressure equation, Eq. (18) that
comprises reactive ﬂow effects reads
~ 00
~ 0
DT
Dp
   R00 u~  r T~   0 R~ u~ r T~    1
qp ’   R~
Dt
Dt
X 1 DY
X 1
~ 00
~
 m   T 00  0 T
 m  T~
 R
u~  r Y~   R
(31)
M
M Dt

2.

Statistical Source Term Modeling

For the DLR-A and DLR-B ﬂames considered in this work, which
are low Mach number nitrogen-diluted methane-hydrogen ﬂames, it
is reasonable to neglect changes in the average molecular weight,
i.e., they are well described through isomolar combustion.
Hence, the
P
effect of nonisomolar combustion (with M  Y =M  const:
and R00  0) is neglected and, due to the low Mach number, the sound
generated by the turbulent pressure ﬂuctuations. Accordingly, the
source term simpliﬁes for this particular case to
~ 00
DT
  R~ u~ r T~ 0
qp ’   R~
|{z}
Dt
|{z}
II

(32)

I

However, it may be noted that all other contributions to Eq. (31) can
be statistically modeled in a similar manner as indicated below for
Eq. (32). To show this, in the following the modeling process of both
terms of Eq. (32) is discussed. This provides an instructive example
as to how the different source terms in Eq. (31) can be realized.
However, the ﬁrst term in Eq. (32) is more prominent than the latter
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because the streamwise variation of mean temperature in term II
typically is slow compared with the rapid changes being present in
the ﬁrst term, i.e., if l0 is a typical length scale of mean-temperature
variation in ﬂow direction, and s is a time scale of the time-gradients
~ 0 . Therefore, the ﬁnal simulations
juj=l
of temperature, then 1= s
presented in this paper will be carried out by using only term I in
Eq. (32).
Tam and Auriault [20] model the two-point cross correlation of
their source term by


 s
Dqs
Dq
x; t
x  ; t  
Dt
Dt


A
jj
ln 2
 2   uc 2  2  2 
(33)
 2 exp 
uc s
ls
s
where   ; ; T . Constant convection in x direction at velocity
uc is considered, and s is a temporal decorrelation time derived from
a k- model
s

c

k


(34)

with c  0:233. ls is an integral length scale associated to the length
scale provided by RANS
ls  cl

k3=2


(35)

with cl  0:256. This correlation function, Eq. (33) corresponds
to the two-point space-time cross correlation generated by RPM
[17,23,25,26], Eq. (1) if only a constant mean ﬂow in x direction
uc  uc ; 0; 0T is used,

j j
hQx; tQx  ; t  i  R^   2   uc 2
4ls
s

 2  2 
(36)
The
length scale used here has to be adapted to ls 
p
ls
=4 ln 2  1:064ls to correspond with the original Tam and
Auriault length scale. That is, ls  cl k3=2 = with cl  0:273.
Furthermore, the variance has to be adapted to R^  A= s2 . Note, the
RPM generated ﬂuctuations satisfy approximately Taylor’s
convection hypothesis, which allows to substitute jj=uc for j j in
Eq. (36) and thus it equals Eq. (33). However, the two-point
correlations do not describe strictly frozen turbulence because they
include a temporal decorrelation mechanism. Hence, Eqs. (33) and
(36) are not exactly equivalent. The small differences are discussed
in detail by Morris and Boluriaan [31].
Unlike in the Tam and Auriault model, where only one source term
is modeled, the source Eq. (32) comprises two terms, one involving
the substantial time derivative of ﬂuctuating temperature, the other
one involving simple density ﬂuctuations. Because there is more
than one source term, their correlation must be considered when
the two-point cross correlation of the complete source hqp qp i is
formed. Previous analyses have considered source mechanism to be
statistically independent, and that approach, though somewhat
questionable, could be followed. Thus, the cross correlation of the
source is modeled by
 ~ 00 ~ 00 
DT DT
2
~
~ 2h 0 0i
(37)
  R~ u~ r T
hqp qp i    R
Dt Dt
As shown, e.g., by Morris and Farassat [32], the cross correlation of
qs itself is

jj
ln 2
 2   uc 2
hqs x; tqs x  ; t  i  A 
uc s
ls

 2  2 
(38)

if the cross correlation of the substantial time derivative of a quantity
qs is described through a model correlation Eq. (33), i.e., it exhibits
the same form as Eq. (33) with just the variance adjusted from A= s2 to
A. This is because

Dqs
Dt1

x1 ; t1 


 s
2
Dq
D
hq x ; t q x ; t i
x2 ; t2  
Dt
Dt1 Dt2 s 1 1 s 2 2

(39)

and the correlation R  hqs qs i is a function of the form


R  gf  uc , where   x2  x1 ,  t2  t1 , and Df=Dt

 2 R=Dt1 Dt2  u2c f@2 =
0 if D=Dt
 @=@t  uc @=@, such that D
 2 R=Dt1 Dt2 
@2 g. With g  expjj=uc s , it follows D
1= s2 gf. For this, it seems reasonable to model the correlations of
simple ﬂuctuations and the correlations of quantities that are derived
from substantial time differentiation with the same spatiotemporal
correlation model.
In the framework of RANS combustion simulations, it is common
to solve besides the usual turbulence transport equations, i.e., for k
and , additional transport equations for other variances. For
~ 002 are solved. Because
example, transport equations for Y~ 002
 and T
these equations are formulated in a manner similar to the usual
nonreacting ﬂow turbulence equations, where, e.g., dissipation and
destruction are controlled by the same turbulent time scale and
turbulent viscosity as applied in the k equation, it is deemed
reasonable to assume the usual length and time-scale parameters to
prescribe the two-point statistics of other variances than k as well. For
example, the time scale in the destruction operator of the variance of
mass fractions Y~ 002
 is coupled to the turbulent time scale from RANS
with a coupling constant of order one [33], whereas in Sec. II.B.3 a
coupling constant of 2.0 is used.
In conclusion, to describe the complete source term, Eq. (32)
with RPM two mutually uncorrelated generations of ﬂuctuating
~ 00 =Dt, the other one for 0.
quantities have to be realized, one for DT
Both quantities are modeled with the same formal spatiotemporal
correlation function, but their variances are scaled differently. The
variances of all quantities are provided by additional RANS transport
equations. The time and length scales related to each ﬂuctuating
quantity are those deduced from, e.g., the k- equations. However,
individual calibration parameters c and cl are used for each quantity.
As already mentioned, this discussion intends to show how both
source terms in Eq. (32) can be generated stochastically. This
example can be used as a paradigm to model the remaining source
terms in Eq. (31) as well¶. However, for the work presented in this
paper no additional transport equation for the ﬂuctuating density
variance was implemented and its contribution to the combustion
sound source will be neglected further on. An extra transport
equation is solved for the temperature variance T~ 002 and this quantity
is directly associated with A in Eq. (33), i.e., one RPM variable is
realized with variance R^  T~ 002 = s2 .

3.

System of Equations

The pressure equation derived above is equal to the LHS of the
linearized Euler pressure equation and considered in combination
with the continuity and the momentum equation of the genuine
linearized Euler equations (LEE). Because reacting RANS simulations provide Favre-averaged velocities, these are used instead
of time-averaged velocities in the LEE. The effect of Favre- versus
Reynolds-averaged velocities on wave propagation physics is
deemed to be small, because the jet velocities in the ﬂame are below
Ma  0:2 and the main refraction effect is caused by the large
density gradients, which are properly used as Reynolds-averaged
quantities. Hence, the acoustic model applied in this work is given by
¶
One peculiar detail that would come into picture for the remaining terms of
Eq. (32) would be that the Y~ 00 correlations are mutually interconnected via the
chemical reaction equations. This mutual correlation can be considered in the
RPM modeling, however, a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this
paper.
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@ 0
 u~  r
@t
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 u0  r    r  u0  0 r  u~  0

(40)

rp0 r p 0
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 u~  ru0  u0  ru~ 
 2 0


@t

(41)

@p0
  u0  p0 r  u~  qp
 u~  rp0  u0  r p   pr
@t

(42)

with the combustion noise source term
qp 

~ 00
 p DT
T~ Dt

(43)

The two-point cross correlations of the substantial time derivative
of the temperature ﬂuctuations in Eq. (43) are modeled with Eq. (33).
Hence, as an ansatz for the variance of the substantial time derivative
of the temperature ﬂuctuations, a term proportional to the variance of
the Favre-averaged temperature ﬂuctuations divided by a turbulent
combustion time scale T squared is used. Furthermore an additional
calibration constant cq is considered, that is
T~ 002
R^  2 2
cq T

(44)

The use of Eq. (44) in conjunction with Eq. (8) yields the amplitude
^ where n indicates the dimension of the problem
A,
s
c ~ 002
1
0T
A^ 
(45)
cq T
lnT
The modeled correlation function has three characteristic
parameters, which are the length scale lT and time scale T of the
turbulent temperature ﬂuctuations as well as the temperature variance
T~ 002 . Note that the turbulent temperature length lT and time scales T
might differ from the length ls and time scales s used, e.g., for the
Tam and Auriault jet noise model [20]. This means that different
calibration constants have to be applied. To clearly distinguish the
turbulent temperature scales, the related parameters are labeled lT ,
T , cTl , and cT , instead of ls , s , cl , and c in the following. This
convention already has been used in Eqs. (44) and (45), where the
length and time scale lT and T instead of ls and s occur. The
turbulent temperature length lT and the time scale T are linked to the
turbulence model scales by
lT  cTl

T

k3=2


(46)

k


(47)

 cT

For the computation of the temperature variance a transport equation
[33] is solved



 
@  T~ 002 @  u~ j T~ 002
@
 @ T~002
 @T~ 2
  t
 cprod t


@xj
@t
@xj
Prt @xj
Prt @xj

 cdiss  T~ 002
k~

(48)

with cprod  2:0 and cdiss  2:0.
To ﬁnally obtain the source term, Eq. (43) the RPM generated
~ which is
source has to be complemented with the prefactor  p =T,
deduces from the reacting RANS simulation.
4.

Discussion

Next, the suitability of the RPM method for modeling combustion
noise sources will be discussed. The RPM generated correlations of

the scalar source, Eq. (43) will be Gaussian. Currently, no data is
available concerning the realistic shape of the correlation function
associated to the derived combustion noise source term. The acoustic
effect of the length scale is to distinguish between coherent and
incoherent source ﬂuctuations. If the turbulent length scale is smaller
than the acoustic wavelength, coherent ﬂuctuations can be deemed to
be acoustically compact. This effectively means that only the local
correlation length scale is acoustically important, but not the speciﬁc
shape of the correlation function. The assumption of compactness is
satisﬁed with good accuracy for combustion noise problems at
low Mach numbers. Hence, a Gaussian spatial correlation of the
combustion source might be an appropriate ansatz for its shape.
Another issue is the probability density function (PDF) of the
turbulent temperature ﬂuctuations. RPM generates ﬂuctuations with
Gaussian PDF. This aspect corresponds very well with experimental
observations. Gerlinger et al. [34] analyzed one-dimensional
marginal PDFs of temperature of a subsonic hydrogen jet ﬂame [21],
for example. In total, 300 single shot data were evaluated, and the
PDF structures calculated. Most temperature PDFs exhibited
approximately Gaussian distribution.
Furthermore, the characteristics of the derived combustion noise
source term are discussed. Ihme et al. [2] report about the dominant
acoustic effect of the heat release rate using LES as a basis to describe
sound sources for CAA. Hirsch et al. [8] successfully use a model for
the spectral distribution of the heat release in turbulent premixed
combustion to calculate sound spectra. However, Bui et al. [35] use
the scaled substantial and partial time derivatives of density as
alternative combustion source terms for CAA, which were shown
to encompass the heat release rate together with other source contributions. By using LES data to describe the sources, they compare
the spectra based on their more complete combustion sound sources
with that of the heat release term only and ﬁnd a drop in level of
almost 6 dB over the entire spectral range for the latter. It is probable
that the heat release term alone is not sufﬁcient for an accurate
simulation of absolute sound pressure levels. The derived combustion noise source term of the RPM-CN approach includes
further thermoacoustic sources besides the ﬂuctuating heat release.
Furthermore, the modeling of the combustion noise source as a
function of the temperature ﬂuctuations provides the possibility to
validate the temperature statistics by experimental data.
Finally, the derived LEE based RPM combustion noise model
includes some beneﬁcial features compared with the APE based
model used in a previous paper [18]. The LEE support an entropy
mode, which allows for a direct simulation of indirect combustion
noise due to convective turbulence related hot spots. Entropy
ﬂuctuations are excited automatically by the direct combustion noise
source term, Eq. (43). Furthermore, the homogeneous LEE are suited
to exactly resolve the shear layer refraction effects that occur in
combustion problems, i.e., in mean ﬂows with strong velocity and/or
density gradients. Because the LEE realize an exact solution of the
conservation equations for small disturbances, the LEE refraction
result can be deemed to be close to the exact physical solution.

III.
A.

Experimental Test Case and Numerical Setup

DLR-A and DLR-B Flame

Two benchmark ﬂames (DLR-A and DLR-B) of the International
Workshop on Measurement and Computation of Turbulent
Nonpremixed Flames [21] are used to validate the proposed RPMCN approach. In both cases the conﬁguration was a open, nonpremixed, turbulent nitrogen-diluted methane–hydrogen jet ﬂame.
The fuel with a composition of 22.1% CH4 , 33.2% H2 and 44.7% N2 ,
and a stoichiometric mixture fraction of 0.167 was injected through a
0.35 m long straight stainless steel tube of diameter D  0:008 m.
The mean jet exit velocity corresponded to 42:15 m=s for the DLR-A
ﬂame, to 63:2 m=s for the DLR-B ﬂame and the temperature in both
cases to 292 K. The Reynolds number with respect to D, the pipe bulk
exit velocity and kinematic viscosity of the fuel mixture was Re 
15200 and Re  22800, respectively. The tube was surrounded by a
contoured nozzle supplying coﬂowing dry air at an exit velocity of
0:3 m=s at a temperature of 292 K. The outer nozzle had a diameter
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of 0.14 m. The conﬁgurations have been experimentally investigated
by Bergmann et al. [36], Meier et al. [37] and Schneider et al. [38].
The spectral sound emissions were measured by Singh et al. [39].
CFD Setup

The CFD simulations were performed applying the commercial
software package ANSYS CFX 11. The fully three dimensional
computational domain was discretized with a cylindrical
unstructured hexahedron grid consisting of 370 000 grid nodes.
The grid had dimensions of 94D in axial and 113D in radial direction
and was strongly reﬁned in the combustion zone to resolve the
strong gradients of the ﬂow ﬁeld. Furthermore, the growth of the
adjacent cells was limited to 10%. The fuel supply was modeled
by a velocity inlet boundary condition. The measured velocity
proﬁle and proﬁles of the turbulence kinetic energy and the
turbulence dissipation rate of the DLR-A and the DLR-B ﬂames
were speciﬁed at a temperature of 295 K. The coﬂow was deﬁned by
a mass ﬂow of 5:5 g=s at a temperature of 295 K. The walls of the
fuel pipe and the coﬂow were modeled by a adiabatic no-slip wall
boundary condition. The freestream boundaries of the computational domain were approximated by opening boundary conditions
applying a static pressure of 0 Pa.
A fully three dimensional compressible steady-state RANS
simulation was performed to calculate the reacting ﬂow ﬁeld. The
turbulence was considered by the baseline Reynolds stress model
(BSL-RSM) [40]. Chemical reactions were simulated applying the
burning velocity model [41], whereas the turbulent ﬂame velocity
was computed using the Zimont correlation [42]. Additionally, a
transport equation for the temperature variance, Eq. (48) was solved.
The fully implicit solver is based on a ﬁnite volume formulation for
unstructured grids. The linear set of coupled equations was solved by
a multigrid strategy. For the spacial discretization the high resolution
scheme was used, which is a bounded second-order upwind based
discretization. Furthermore, buoyancy was taken into account,
whereas heat radiation was neglected.
C.

IV. Results
A.

The computed axial proﬁles on the center line of the axial velocity,
mixture fraction, temperature, and temperature RMS of the DLR-A
ﬂame are compared with experimental data in Fig. 1. Figure 2
shows the simulated proﬁles of the axial velocity, mixture fraction,
temperature, and temperature RMS of the DLR-B ﬂame in comparison with measurements. The measured axial velocity proﬁle of
the DLR-B ﬂame is not available. The reference diameter is the
nozzle diameter D  0:008 m and the mixture fraction was
calculated using Bilger’s deﬁnition [46].
The computed axial velocity proﬁle of the DLR-A ﬂame exhibits a
good agreement with the experimental data for x=D < 20 and
x=D > 60. In the axial range 20 < x=D < 60 the computed proﬁle
shows certain deviations compared with the measurements. The axial
proﬁle of the mixture fraction is in good agreement with the the
experimental data. However, discrepancies are also found in the axial
range of 20 < x=D < 60. Consequently, the simulated temperature
proﬁle agrees reasonably well with measurements. Along the center
line the simulated maximal temperature is slightly overpredicted
by 46 K. The transport equation of the temperature variance in
combination with the RANS simulation delivers satisfactory results.
The maximum value of the temperature RMS agrees well with the
experimental data. The predicted proﬁles of the DLR-B ﬂame show
qualitatively similar agreement with the experimental data as the
discussed computational results of the DLR-A ﬂame. In this case,
the simulated maximal temperature is overpredicted by 41 K along
the center line.

CAA Setup

The acoustic processes were simulated by solving the LEE
equations, which were integrated by the DLR-CAA code PIANO
[43]. The stochastic reconstruction of the broadband combustion
noise sources is implemented in a development version of the PIANO
code. Currently, the implementation of the stochastic source term
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B.

reconstruction is restricted to two dimensional modeling. Therefore,
the computational CAA domain was discretized by a two dimensional plane block structured grid of 97 000 grid nodes, which was
reﬁned in the acoustic source zone. The growth of the adjacent cells
was limited to 10%. The mesh covered 90 D in axial and 110 D in
radial direction and was appropriate to solve acoustic frequencies up
to f  11000 Hz based on seven points per wavelength. Acoustic
nonreﬂective radiation boundary conditions by Tam and Webb [44]
surrounded the computational domain. The PIANO code applies
the fourth-order DRP scheme of Tam and Webb [44] in space and
a LDDRK method [45] in time on block structured meshes. The
chosen time step size of 2  106 s allowed a resolution of frequencies
up to f  71000 Hz based on 7 points per period (PPP).
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Fig. 1 Axial proﬁles at y=D  0 of the axial velocity, mixture fraction, temperature, and temperature RMS of the DLR-A ﬂame. The dotted line denotes
experiment, and the solid line denotes simulation.
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Fig. 2 Axial proﬁles at y=D  0 of the axial velocity, mixture fraction, temperature, and temperature RMS of the DLR-B ﬂame. The dotted line denotes
experiment, and the solid line denotes simulation.
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B.

Acoustics

In a ﬁrst step, an evaluation was performed regarding the
capability of the RPM method to realize the deﬁned two-point
correlations and to reconstruct the resolution of the target source
variance. Figure 3 shows the statistical analysis of ﬂuctuating
combustion noise sources from RPM for a constant convection
velocity in x direction uc  0:04, constant length scale lT  0:0005,
1.0

analytical envelope
analytical correlation
RPM correlations

0.8

R12 [-]

0.6
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Fig. 3 Two-point space-time correlations of the RPM sources,
analytical correlation and analytical envelope.
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All i  12 points used are distributed with equal spacing x  0:001
along the x-axis. Starting from the farthest left cross-correlation
curve, the sequence of correlation curves refer to the crosscorrelations between point combinations 1-2 up to 1-12.
Figure 3 compares RPM generated correlations with the spatial
target correlation and the target time decorrelation. The comparison
shows that two-point correlations can be reconstructed very well with
the RPM method. In other words, for a given combination of two
sampling points, the related cross-correlation curves have Gaussian
shape. The realized two-point correlation of the RPM method shows
a good agreement with the analytical correlation according to Eq. (1).
Furthermore, the maximum of the achieved correlation decays with
the second sampling point farther downstream chosen. The envelope
of all curves has exponential behavior and only small deviations
compared with the analytical envelope expj j= T  can be
determined. The horizontal location of the cross-correlation
maximum is successively shifted to higher time shifts for the
cross correlation with the second sampling point chosen farther
downstream. The constant time difference of   0:025 between
the maxima indicates the achievement of a constant convection
velocity for the equidistantly distributed sampling points. Based on
the constant time difference   0:025 as indicated in Fig. 3 and the
equidistant spacing x  0:001 between the sampling points, the
deﬁned constant convection velocity in x direction uc  0:04 can be
exactly determined.
Another important feature that has to be accomplished by the
^
stochastic model is the accurate resolution of the source variance R,
Eq. (44) topology. Figure 4 juxtaposes the RANS target solution of
the source variance to the corresponding results from the stochastic
modeling and an instantaneous RPM source distribution. For this
purpose, 100,000 time levels of the stochastically generated sources
are sampled and averaged. A good realization of the source variance
for the energy topology as well as the absolute magnitudes is found.
The small deviations of the modeled source variance distribution
from the target source variance can be attributed to insufﬁcient
averaging.
In Figs. 5–8 the computed sound pressure level spectra of the
DLR-A and the DLR-B ﬂame at x=D  0 and y=D  25 are
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and constant time scale T  0:5. R12 denotes the cross correlation
between two sampling points inside the generic test ﬁeld. The cross
correlation between two sampling points i for a relative time shift is
evaluated from the unsteady time samples Qi xi t by integrating over
the sampling interval T, that is
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Detailed investigations showed that the deviations of the simulated
velocity ﬁeld are not dependent on the boundary conditions or
on the quality of the combustion model. Simulations using a reﬁned
grid existing of 2,100,000 grid nodes did not show a relevant
improvement concerning the agreement with measurements compared with the base grid. Different turbulence models have been
tested, and it has been found that the BSL-RSM model provided the
best results in this case. It is sometimes observed that standard RANS
turbulence models perform poorly in predicting the mean ﬂow
of jets. However, modiﬁed two-equation RANS models have been
developed recently that show good prediction quality for jet ﬂows
[47]. However, the applied RANS BLS-RSM model approach
delivers acceptable results at low computational costs. Deviations of
the mixture fraction can be attributed to the suboptimal simulation
of the velocity ﬁeld. The remaining slight overprediction of the
maximal temperature can be due to turbulent mixing effects or the
neglect of heat radiation. Deviations of the temperature RMS,
compared with experimental data can additionally be caused by
turbulence modeling and combustion modeling because the temperature variance transport equation, Eq. (48) is a function of the
turbulence kinetic energy, the turbulence eddy dissipation and the
temperature.
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Fig. 4 RANS target source variance distribution, source variance distribution of the stochastic reconstruction by RPM, and an instantaneous RPM
source distribution.
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Fig. 5 Computed and measured sound pressure level spectra of the DLR-A and the DLR-B ﬂame. The constants cTl  0:273 and cT  0:233 were
deﬁned in accordance to the Tam and Auriault [20] RPM realization for jet noise simulation [17,23,25].

compared with the experimental data of Singh et al. [39].
Narrowband spectra were obtained by a fast Fourier transformation
(FFT) of the computed pressure signals. A real time of 0.02 s was
evaluated and 10 averages were used. According to the Nyquist–
Shannon sampling theorem, the resolution of frequencies below
f < 100 Hz is excluded due to the length of the evaluated time
signal. A frequency resolution of 25 Hz was chosen for the FFT and
the sound pressure level spectra were A-weighted decibel (dBA),
both in accordance to the experimental data [39]. The A-weighting
ﬁlter rolls off below 1 kHz, by about 4 dB at 400 Hz and features a
slight gain above 1 kHz, about 4 dB at 5 kHz.
Preliminary investigations proved that the numerical setup is
independent on the source domain size, the number of streamlines
spanning the source domain, the number of random particles drifting

along the streamlines, the seeding clock rate of the particles, and the
time step size of the acoustic computation.
Because of the absence of available data concerning the typical
shape of the correlation function associated with the used combustion noise source term, Eq. (43) the parameters cTl and cT ,
Eqs. (46) and (47) of the RPM-CN approach have to be calibrated.
Note, the modeling constants cTl and cT do not have to be speciﬁed
in LES/DNS like approaches, were turbulence is time accurately
resolved [2,35,48]. As a starting point the parameters were deﬁned in
accordance with the Tam and Auriault [20] RPM realization for jet
noise simulation [17,23,25]. Hence, the computed spectra of the
DLR-A and the DLR-B ﬂame displayed in Fig. 5 have been obtained
by applying the parameters cTl  0:273 and cT  0:233. Because
the amplitude is not scaled yet in the source term modeling for the
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Fig. 7 Computed sound pressure level spectra of the DLR-A and the DLR-B ﬂame for different cT .
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Fig. 8 Computed and measured sound pressure level spectra of the DLR-A and the DLR-B ﬂame. The optimized parameters cTl  0:273 and
cT  1:864 were applied.

case of two dimensional computation, the sound pressure level
spectra are not comparable to measurements in terms of absolute
levels. The shapes of both predicted sound pressure level spectra
show larger deviations in comparison with the experimental data.
This is not a surprise, because it should not be expected that the
integral length and time scale of a combustion sound source are
exactly equivalent to that of a cold jet noise sound source. Hence, the
parameters of the RPM-CN approach have to be calibrated.
Figures 6 and 7 depict numerical sensitivity analysis of the
parameters cTl and cT to indicate the inﬂuence on the computed
sound pressure level spectra of the DLR-A and the DLR-B ﬂame.
The sound pressure level spectra are depicted without A-weighting to
exclude the inﬂuence of the ﬁlter function on the parameter study.
The computed sound pressure level spectra in Fig. 6 indicate for the
DLR-A and more pronounced for the DLR-B ﬂame a slight change
of the shape in the low-frequency range because of the absence of the
A-weighting. Above approximately 1000 Hz the shape remains
nearly unchanged and there is a shift of the amplitude observable.
The variation of cT affects the shape as well as the amplitude of the
computed sound pressure level spectra. With increasing cT the
amplitudes decreases, and the shape of the spectra indicate a stronger
^
decline towards higher frequencies. The amplitude function A,
Eq. (45) is a function of the reciprocal value of the time scale T and
the parameter cT , respectively. Additionally, the temporal decay
expj j= T  according to Eq. (1) is affected by the parameter cT
scaling the time scale T . Increasing cT results to a slower temporal
exponential decay and subsequently a stronger decline of the sound
pressure level spectra towards higher frequencies.
To determine the optimal parameter set for the combustion noise
simulation of the DLR-A and DLR-B ﬂame, a least-square approach
was employed. Therefore, a set of preliminary simulations was
performed. Each simulation was conducted with a different
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Fig. 9 F-Noise similarity spectrum of Tam et al. [49] and the computed
sound pressure level spectra of the DLR-A and the DLR-B. The
optimized parameters cTl  0:273 and cT  1:864 were applied.

parameter setting, yielding a corresponding course of the sound
pressure level spectrum. To obtain the best ﬁt between simulation and
experiment a linear correlation between the parameters and the
resulting sound pressure level spectra is assumed. This leads to a
least-square formulation, which can be solved for any of the
parameters. Hence, the results displayed in Fig. 8 have been obtained
applying the optimized parameters cTl  0:273 and cT  1:864.
The computed sound pressure level spectra of the DLR-A and the
DLR-B ﬂame are both in excellent agreement with the measurements
over the entire frequency range, Fig. 8. The shape as well as the
amplitude of the predicted spectra show deviations compared with
the experimental data of the order of the natural ﬂuctuations present
in the narrow band spectra.
Tam et al. [49] presented extensive experimental measurements to
demonstrate that combustion noise from auxiliary power units
(APU) has a unique shape. The spectral shape which was found is
the same as the F-Noise similarity spectrum of large turbulence
structures noise of high-speed jets [50]. Furthermore, Tam et al. [49]
observed that the identiﬁed unique spectral shape of combustion
noise of APUs is virtually the same as that of open ﬂame combustion
noise. In Fig. 9 the computed combustion noise spectra of the DLR-A
and DLR-B ﬂame are compared with the suggested similarity
spectrum. For both ﬂames, the simulated spectrum indicates a
decay for higher frequencies, which is consistent with the F-Noise
similarity spectrum. The decay in the low-frequency range of the
RPM-CN spectra deviates from the F-Noise spectrum. These
deviations probably can be attributed to a too short sampling time.
The CFD simulations have been performed in parallel processing
on two IBM Power5 processors. Thus, the cost of a simulation was
approximately 11 cpu hours. The subsequent combustion noise
source modeling and the acoustic simulations were performed
sequentially on a 2.0 GHz processor requiring 35 cpu hours on
average.

V. Conclusions
The derived and validated RPM-CN approach is a highly efﬁcient
hybrid CFD/CAA method for the numerical simulation of broadband combustion noise. The approach relies on the stochastic
reconstruction of combustion noise sources in the time domain out of
statistical turbulence quantities which can be delivered by reacting
RANS simulations. The modeled combustion noise sources are
derived for the use in conjunction with the LEE for the computation
of the acoustic propagation.
Two open, nonpremixed, turbulent jet ﬂames (DLR-A and DLRB) were used for the validation of the RPM-CN approach. The two
ﬂames are similar except for their different fuel outlet velocity and
their respective Reynolds number. First, the results of the reacting
RANS computations of both ﬂames were presented and discussed.
Subsequently, the capability of the RPM method to reproduce the
prescribed two-point correlations was demonstrated. A good
realization of the target source variance by the RPM method was
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achieved. The inﬂuence of the length and time scaling parameters of
the turbulence temperature ﬂuctuations on the predicted sound
pressure level spectra was demonstrated by sensitivity analyses.
Finally, the simulated spectra for the optimized model parameters cT
and cTl of the DLR-A and the DLR-B ﬂame were compared with
measurements. The spectra show an excellent agreement with the
experimental data. Furthermore, it was shown, that the combustion
noise spectra of the DLR ﬂames predicted by the RPM-CN approach
follow the F-Noise similarity spectrum proposed by Tam et al. [49].
Although, the stochastic source reconstruction and therefore the
acoustic computation has been restricted to a two dimensional
implementation until now, the good agreement of numerical simulations and experimental data indicates the reliability and the
Reynolds scalability of the numerical approach. In a next step we
will study the application of the simulation method to conﬁned
combustion chambers. A fast noise prediction technique that can be
applied to study the acoustic features of conﬁned ﬂames would be
of great value for manufacturers to enable the consideration of
aeroacoustic questions during the design phase of combustion
chambers. For design applications, however, it has to be proven that
the model parameters cTl and cT remain nearly constant at least for a
certain class of problems, when geometrical and physical parameters
are varied. Otherwise, it would not be possible to predict deltas of
sound pressure levels between different designs properly. In this
regard, the successful prediction of two unconﬁned ﬂames in this
work using a common set of parameters is an important step forward.
In combination with very low computational costs the application
of the highly efﬁcient RPM-CN approach could be useful for
aeroacoustics driven design.
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